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ABSTRACT
The presence of systematic measuring errors complicates track-to-track association, spatially separates the tracks that
correspond to the same true target, and seriously decline the performances of traditional track-to-track association algorithms. Consequently, the influence of radar systematic errors on tracks from different radars, which is described as
some rotation and translation, has been analyzed theoretically in this paper. In addition, a novel approach named alignment-correlation method is developed to estimate and reduce this effect, align and correlate tracks accurately without
prior registration using phase correlation technique and statistic binary track correlation algorithm. Monte-Carlo simulation results illustrate that the proposed algorithm has good performance in solving the track-to-track association problem with systematic errors in radar network and could provide effective and reliable associated tracks for the next step
of registration.
Keywords: Systematic Errors; Phase Correlation; Track-to-Track Association; Sensor Registration; Radar Network

1. Introduction
Radar network data processing technology is an effective
method to counterwork the so-called “four threats”, i.e.
stealth, jamming, low altitude invasion and anti-radiation
missile in the modern war [1], which can achieve an optimization performance of target detection, tracking and
information fusion by properly locating multiple radars
and sharing, synthesizing, mastering and managing of the
radar network measuring information.
Specifically, the main function of the radar network
data processing system is to perform radar registration,
track-to-track association and track fusion [2]. And the
registration and track-to-track association are the crucial
sectors in a radar network data processing system [3,4].
The technique of registration, with the purpose of exactly
estimating the sensor systematic errors and aligning the
target tracks that correspond to the same true target, is the
necessary precondition of the next accurate track-to-track
association. And the track-to-track association technique,
i.e. track correlation, whose purpose is to accurately associate the target tracks provided by the networked radars,
is a basis for the next track fusion processing [5]. However, the precondition of exact registration is that the
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tracks must have been accurately associated. Thus, an
intractable contradiction between track-to-track association and registration appears, that is accurate track-totrack association and needs exact registration, namely the
estimate of the systematic errors, and the exact registration process depends on accurate association (i.e. correlation) of target tracks.
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the
track-to-track association problem, such as Singer’s algorithm [6,7], Bar-Shalom’s algorithm [8,9], Sequential
Algorithm [10,11], assignment algorithm [12], likelihood
ratio test algorithm [13], multiple hypothesis test algorithm [14], and so on. The current track-to-track association algorithms have good performance in the ideal simulation environments, but when using in practical application it is often encountered that the probability of track
correct correlation seriously falls and the probability of
track false correlation and missing correlation greatly rise.
It is mainly because that the existence of measuring and
locating systematic errors in radar network are often neglected in the current track-to-track association algorithms. However, the accurate track-to-track association
is the precondition of the registration, and inevitably, the
registration based on the false associated targets can not
estimate the systematic errors correctly and at last the
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estimated result will lead to the invalidation of all targets’
track-to-track association and fusion. In addition, the
registration algorithms [15-20] often neglect this problem
and suppose that the correct associated tracks of targets
have been acquired (i.e. the tracks used for registration
corresponding to the same target), but in practice, the
target tracks are not likely to be accurately associated
because of the systematic errors. Then large errors would
be produced in the estimation of systematic errors using
the unreliable associated tracks.
So it is necessary to research new techniques to solve
the ambivalent problem. The first way is to present new
registration technique which does not need the accurately
associated tracks [21,22]. The second is to introduce new
track-to-track association technique which does not need
exact registration of radar systematic errors. And the latter one which is called track alignment-correlation technique here is the contribution of this paper (while the
current track-to-track association algorithms are called
traditional algorithms in this paper), which can be subdivided into two stages, namely track alignment and track
correlation. Different from the traditional track-to-track
association techniques, the track alignment-correlation
technique only provides accurately associated track data
for registration.
This paper is organized as follows. The influence on
the target tracks caused by the systematic errors in radar
network is analyzed in Section 2, which mainly describes
the influence as some rotation and mass motion of tracks
between radars. In Section 3, a track alignment-correlation algorithm based on 1D and 2D phase correlation
technique is presented. In the stage of track alignment,
the proposed algorithm describes the tracks reported by
the network radars respectively as a whole data in a track
data space, and estimates the rotation and the translation
between the whole tracks data from the network radars
using Radon transform and Fourier transform [23,24],
then aligns and compensates the reported tracks data of
targets in the common Cartesian coordinate system. After
that, a statistical binary track correlation algorithm is
used to correlate the aligned tracks in the stage of track
correlation. Section 4 presents the simulation results to
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can align and
correlate the tracks accurately without estimation and
compensation the radar systematic errors. Conclusions
are given in Section 5.

2. Influence Analysis of the Radar
Systematic Errors on Target Tracks
Consider the situation that there are two 2D radars (radar
A and radar B) in a radar network as illustrated in Figure
1. Radar A is set as the fusion center, which is located at
the origin of the common Cartesian coordinate system.
The coordinates of radar B is  xBs , 0  . Let
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 1. The geometry of radar and target.

 x  k  , y  k 

denote the true position of target at time k

in Cartesian coordinate system, while
and

 xˆB , yˆ B  k  

 xˆ A  k  , yˆ A  k  

correspond to the estimated positions

of the same target provided by radar A and radar B respectively. The true polar coordinates of the target are
denoted by  rA  k  ,  A  k   and  rB  k  ,  B  k   , while
the range and azimuth systematic errors of these two radars are  rA ,  A  and  rB ,  B  .
Suppose that the filtering random error can be ignored,
and then the position state estimate of each radar can be
expressed as
 xˆ A  k    rA  k   rA  sin  A  k    A  ,

 yˆ A  k    rA  k   rA  cos  A  k    A  ,

(1)

and
 xˆB  k    rB  k   rB  sin  B  k    B   xBs ,

 yˆ B  k    rB  k   rB  cos  B  k    B  .

(2)

The above can be rewritten in a compact form as
 sin   k       r  k   r 1 xˆ  k  ,
A
A
A
A
A


1
cos  A  k    A    rA  k   rA  yˆ A  k  ,

(3)

and
 sin   k       r  k   r 1  xˆ  k   x  ,
B
B
B
B
B
Bs

(4)

1
cos  B  k    B    rB  k   rB  yˆ B  k  .

As shown in Figure 1, the relationship between
r
 A  k  , A  k   and  rB  k  , B  k   can be derived as
 x  k   rA  k  sin  A  k   rB  k  sin  A  k   xBs ,

 y  k   rA  k  cos  A  k   rB  k  cos  B  k  .

(5)

Then using some expansion and substitution, (2) can
be rewritten as
JSIP
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 xˆ B  k   rB  k  sin  B  k  cos  B  rB  k  cos  B  k  sin  B  rB sin  B  k    B   xBs


  rA  k  sin  A  k   xBs  cos  B  rA  k  cos  A  k   sin  B  rB sin  B  k    B   xBs

 rA  k  sin  A  k    B   rB sin  B  k    B   xBs 1  cos  B 


 rA  k  sin  A  k    A   B   A   rB sin  B  k    B   xBs 1  cos  B 


 rA  k  sin  A  k    A  cos   B   A   rA  k  cos  A  k    A  sin   B   A 


 rB sin  B  k    B   xBs 1  cos  B  ,


 yˆ B  k    rA  k  sin  A  k    A  sin   B   A   rA  k  cos  A  k    A  cos   B   A 

 rB cos  B  k    B   xBs sin  B .


(6)

Substituting (3) and (4) into (6), it can be expressed as
rA  k 
rA  k 

xˆ A  k  cos   B   A  
yˆ  k  sin   B   A 
 xˆB  k  
 rA  k   rA 
 rA  k   rA  A




rB  k 
rB

 xBs 
 cos  B  
xˆ B  k  ,




  rB  k   rB 
  rB  k   rB 

rA  k 
rA  k 

xˆ A  k  sin   B   A  
yˆ  k  cos   B   A 
 yˆ B  k   
 rA  k   rA 
 rA  k   rA  A


rB


yˆ  k   xBs sin  B .

 rB  k   rB  B

(7)

 xˆB  k  
rA  k 
 rB  k   rB    cos   B   A  sin   B   A    xˆ A  k  






rB  k 
 yˆ B  k    rA  k   rA 
  sin   B   A  cos   B   A    yˆ A  k  
 

rB  k 
rB  k   rB   xBs 
 cos  B  



   rB  k   rB 
 .
rB  k 


xBs sin  B



(8)

Then

Note that, generally, rA  rA  k  and rB  rB  k  ,
that is
rA  k 

 rA  k   rA 

 1,

 rB  k   rB   1.
rB  k 

(9)

Define

 0   B   A ,

(11)

and
C x  xBs 1  cos  B  ,

C y  xBs sin  B .

(12)

Generally, it can be assumed that the azimuth systematic errors  A and  B can be seen as constants
approximatively during the short duration of radar observation. Therefore,  0 and  C x , C y  in Equations
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

(11) and (12) are almost constants.
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), it becomes
 xˆ B  k    cos  0


 yˆ B  k     sin  0

sin  0   xˆ A  k    C x 

   .
cos  0   yˆ A  k   C y 

(13)

Then from (11)-(13), it is not difficult to get the conclusion that the influence of the radar systematic errors is
to induce some translation and rotation between the
tracks corresponding to the same target. Ideally, the target tracks provided by radar B would coincide with the
track provided by radar A after rotating  0 and translating

C , C  .
x

y

Thus, the next work is to estimate the rotation of  0
and the translation of  C x , C y  , then the target tracks
provided by different radars could be aligned and compensated in the common Cartesian coordinate system.
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After that, the corresponding track correlation algorithm
can be adopted to associate the tracks.

3. The Track Alignment-Correlation
Technique Based on Phase Correlation
3.1. Description of the Track Data Space
The coordinates of the target tracks provided by two radars are transformed into the common Cartesian coordinate system. Then a reliable rectangle area is selected for
track alignment from common surveillance area. Suppose
that the center coordinates of the selected rectangle area
is  xC , yC  and the width and height of the area are a
and b respectively. Then the four endpoints of the selected rectangle area for track alignment are described by
 xC  a 2, yC  b 2  ,  xC  a 2, yC  b 2  ,

 xC  a

2, yC  b 2  and

 xC  a

2, yC  b 2  respec-

tively.
Then, the track alignment area is divided into N  N
grids. In this way, N  N matrices f A and f B named track data space matrix for radar A and radar B can
be constructed, in which the track plot according to the
grid where the track plot falls can be labeled. Define
 xI , yI   xI  1, 2, , N , yI  1,2, , N  as the grid index, then the matrices f A  xI , yI  and f B  xI , yI  of
track data space can be defined respectively as (see
Equation (14))
where C is a constant.
Thus, equation (13) can be transformed as
  xI cos  0  yI sin  0   Cx N a , 
f B  xI , y I   f A 
 , (15)
   xI sin  0  yI cos  0   C y N b 


which means that the data space f B can be derived
from f A by rotating  0 and translating
 Cx N a , C y N b  respectively in direction of xI and

R   ,    Radon  f  x, y 


  f   cos    sin  ,  sin    cos  d.

(16)
Furthermore, the Radon transform has characteristics
about translation and rotation as follows:
1) Characteristic about Translation
The translation in the data space can be expressed as
that R   ,   has different translocations in the 
direction corresponding to different    0, 2π  in the
Radon transform domain, namely
Radon  f  x  x0 , y  y0   R    0 ,   ,

(17)

where 0  x0 cos   y0 sin  .
2) Characteristic about Rotation
The rotation in the data space can be described as that
R   ,   has some translocations in the  direction,
namely
Radon  f  x cos   y sin  ,  x sin   y cos  
 R   ,    ,

(18)

where  is the rotation angle.
3.2.2. Estimation of the Rotation Angle
According to the characteristics of Radon transform, suppose the Radon transform of track data space
f A  xI , yI  and f B  xI , yI  are RA   ,   and
RB   ,   respectively. Due to the rotation of  0 and

translation of

C N
x

a , C y N b  between f A  xI , yI 

and f B  xI , yI  , and by applying the Radon transform
respectively to both sides of Equation (15), the relationship between RA   ,   and RB   ,   can be described as
RB   ,   RA     0 ,   0  ,

yI .
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(19)

where 0  C x N cos  a  C y N sin  b .

3.2. Track Alignment
3.2.1. Radon Transform
As well known, the Radon transform of 2D data space
f  x, y  is the curvilinear integral of the data space

Using different value of  , 1D Fourier transform is
applied to both sides of equation (19) in the  direction, and the equation in frequency domain can be obtained as

along a group of lines in the plane where the function
exists [23], and the exact definition is

FBR  ,    FAR  ,    0  exp   j 2π   0   , (20)

Ck , the track point of radar A falls into this grid at time k ,
f A  xI , y I   
0, the track point of radar A doesn't fall into this grid at time k ,
Ck , the track point of radar B falls into this grid at time k ,
f B  xI , y I   
0, the track point of radar B doesn't fall into this grid at time k ,

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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where FAR  ,   and FBR  ,   represent the 1D
Fourier transform of RA   ,   and RB   ,   respectively. By getting the magnitude of both sides of equation
(20), the amplitude spectrum relationship can be obtained
as
FBR  ,    FAR  ,   0  .

(21)

Suppose that the magnitude of FAR  ,   and
FBR  ,   are denoted as H AR  ,   and H BR  ,  

respectively, then the above equation is rewritten as
H BR  ,   H AR  ,    0  .

totally transformed into the translation of amplitude
spectrum in the  direction.
For each  , applying 1D Fourier transform to both
sides of equation (22) in the  direction, and we get
(23)

where FAH  ,   and FBH  ,   denote the 1D Fourier transform of H AR  ,   and H BR  ,   in the 
direction.
Equation (23) illustrates that H AR  ,   and
H BR  ,   have the same magnitude in frequency do-

main whatever  takes, but have a phase difference,
which equals to the phase of cross power spectrum between H AR  ,   and H BR  ,   in the  direction,
and can be expressed as
FBH  ,   FAH *  , 
FBH  ,   FAH *  , 

where F
F

H
A

H*
A

 ,  

 exp  2 jπ   0   ,

(24)

Thus, for all  , by applying inverse Fourier transform to Equation (24) in the  direction, a series of unit
impulse functions are formed in the  direction. The
location of the peak point of the impulse is  ,  0  .
Obviously,  0 is the rotation angle between two data
space, namely the relative rotation angle between the
tracks provided by the two radars.
Specifically, the translation of  0 in the  direction,
i.e. the rotation of  0 in the track data space, can be
extracted by the following formula


Copyright © 2013 SciRes.



(26)

Thus, after the transformation, there is only the translation of  NC x a , NC y b  between f A and f B ,
f B  xI , yI   f A  xI  Cx N a , yI  C y N b  .

(27)

3.2.3. Estimation of the Translation
Similarly, applying Fourier transform to Equation (27),
then

Cy N
 C N
FB  u , v   FA  u, v  exp   j 2π   x u 

a
b


FA  u , v 

where


v   , (28)



denotes the corresponding Fourier

transform of f A  xI , yI  .
The above equation illustrates that the data space
f A  xI , yI  and f B  xI , yI  have the same magnitude
in the frequency domain, but also have a phase difference,
which equals to the phase of cross power spectrum between the two data space, expressed as
FB  u , v  FA  u, v 


Cy N
 Cx N
j
u




exp
2π



a
b
FB  u , v  FA  u, v 




v,


(29)

FA  u , v  .

Similarly, by applying inverse Fourier transform to
Equation (29), a unit impulse function is formed, whose
peak point locates at  C x N a ,  C y N b  , which is the

 ,  .

 FAH  ,   
,
H
 FB  ,   

 f A   xI cos  0  yI sin  0  ,   xI sin  0  yI cos  0   .

where FA  u, v  is the complex conjugate of

is the complex conjugate of

 0   arg max  F1 

f A  xI , yI 

(22)

Thus, it is not difficult to find that the rotation between
the track data spaces f A  xI , yI  and f B  xI , yI  is

FBH  ,    FAH  ,   exp   j 2π   0   ,

where F1 means the operator of 1D inverse Fourier
transform in the  direction.
After obtaining the rotation of  0 , the data space f A
can be obtained by rotating the data space f A through
0 ,

(25)

relative translation between the two data space.
The translation of  C x N a , C y N b  between data
spaces can be obtained by searching for the coordinates
of the peak point. Specifically,  C x N a , C y N b  can
be extracted by the following formula

C N
x

 F  u, v  
a , C y N b    arg max F 1  B
 , (30)
u ,v
 FA  u , v  

where F 1 is the 2D inverse Fourier transform operator.
Since N, a and b are known variants, it is not difficult
to obtain the translation of  C x , C y  from
JSIP
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 C N a , C N b  . Then according to  and
 C , C  , compensate the target measurements
x

0

y

x

y

gotten

from radar A, and the tracks reported by different radars
can be well aligned together in the common coordinates.

3.3. Track Correlation
3.3.1. Binary Rules
There is a double threshold detection [25] signal processing method in the automatic radar detection theory.
The so-called double threshold in signal processing detection can be mainly divided into two steps.
The first step is to compare R observed impulse samples with a fixed threshold (viz. the threshold 1) one by
one, and count the total number of the samples which
exceeds the threshold 1 using a counter.
Then, the second step is to compare the final counting
value of counter with another fixed threshold (viz. the
threshold 2, usually a integer L, and L  R ). When the
final counting value exceeds or equals to L, the signal is
regarded as existence.
Based on the main idea of the double threshold detection method, an algorithm named statistic binary track
correlation is proposed in [26].
The sets of track number initialized by radar A and B
are defined as
U A  1, 2, , nA  , U B  1, 2, , nB  ,

(31)

where nA and nB are the number of the tracks reported by each radar respectively.
Let Xˆ Ai  k k  and Xˆ Bi  k k  ,  i  U A , j  U B  denote the state of target i estimated by radar A and target j
estimated by radar B respectively, namely corresponding
to the ith and jth tracks reported by radar A and B. And
the state estimation can be expressed respectively as
T
 ˆi
ˆ i
ˆ i
 ˆi

ˆi
 X A  k k    xA  k  , xA  k  , y A  k  , y A  k  ,

T
 Xˆ Bj  k k    xˆ Bj  k  , xˆ Bj  k  , yˆ Bj  k  , yˆ Bj  k   ,




where

 xˆ  k  , yˆ  k  
i
A

i
A

and

 xˆ  k  , yˆ  k  
i
B

i
B

(32)

mean the

position in the x and y direction of target i estimated from
radar A and target j estimated from radar B respectively.
xˆ iA  k  , yˆ iA  k  and xˆ Bi  k  , yˆ Bi  k  mean the velocity









 H 0 : Xˆ Ai  k k  and

i
 H 1 : Xˆ A  k k  and
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in the x and y direction of target i estimated from radar A
and target j estimated from radar B respectively. The suprescript “T” denotes matrix transpose.
The track correlation process can be described as a
hypothesis-testing problem as Equation (33).
Using the test variable of Singer’s algorithm [6,7], the
test statistics of the binary track correlation algorithm
should be calculated point by point as Equation (34).
mij  k   mij  k  1  1

 m  0  0 ,
ij

where PˆAi  k k  and PˆBj  k k  are the error covariance
of the state estimation of the track i from radar A and the
track j from radar B respectively, and mij  k  denotes
the correlation mass that track i from radar A correlated
with track j from radar B till time k.
The first threshold can be set as
Pr  ij  k    H 0    ,

(36)

where  is the significance level, and can be set as
  0.05 . Then the test of H0 vs. H1 is as follow
accept H 1 if mij  R   L.

(37)

However, H0 may not be accepted if
mij  k   L, k  L, , R for that there may be more than
one track will be correlated with track i. This problem,
namely multivalency processing problem, is discussed in
Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2. Track Mass Designing
Two kinds of track mass are designed here. One is the
track correlation mass and another is the track separation
mass. As said above, the track correlation mass
mij  k  denotes the times of track i from radar A corre-

lated with track j from radar B till time k. And the separation mass of track i and j is defined as
Dij  k   Dij  k  1  1

 D  0  0
ij

if  ij  k    . (38)

From equation (38) it can be seen that if
Dij  k  1  R  L

 Where R and L have been set  , (39)

the correlation test would not be performed between
track i and j at time k. Since mij  k  R   L (track i and
j are uncorrelated) must be in existence if Dij  R  L
at time k  1 . Similarly, the correlation between track i

Xˆ Bi  k k  are the estimations of the same targets,
Xˆ Bi  k k  are the estimations of the different targets.


 ij  k    Xˆ Ai  k k   Xˆ Bj  k k    PˆAi  k k   PˆBj  k k     Xˆ Ai  k k   Xˆ Bj  k k   ,  i  U A , j  U B  ,
1

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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and j will be confirmed if
mij  k  1  L.

(40)

The correlation test between track i and j would be
cease at time k if only one track (j) can satisfy (40), then
track i and j would be regarded as the correlated track
and performed no correlation test any more. However, if
there are more than one track j can satisfy Equation (40),
the correlation test should be performed till k  R to
give a precise correlation mass for the multivalency
processing latter. On the other hand, the track i with no
other track correlated till k  R will be performed test
in the next cycle.
3.3.3. Multivalency Processing Method
There are two cases in which multivalency processing
method is applied, one of them is k  R and the other is
k  R.
In case one, there are more than one track j satisfy the
condition of mij  k  R   L , thus, in this case, track j*

which maximize the track correlation mass
be correlated with track i.
j *  arg max mij  k  R 
j

where

 j , j , , j 
1

2

q

mij (k )

j   j1 , j2 , , jq  ,

will
(41)

is the set of track j correlated with

track i on the condition of mij  k  R   L .
When there are more than one track can maximize the
track correlation mass mij  k  , the track j * will be
accepted if

 ij  R   min
*
j

1 R
  *  k ; j*  j1* , j2* , , jq* . (42)
R k 1 ij





In case two, the correlation test will be ceased if (39)
is satisfied. Otherwise, a temporary system track will be
set. Corresponding to a given track i, the track j* will be
accepted when j *  arg max mij  k  .
j

If there are more than one track j* accepted by the
multivalency processing method, the track j* which will
satisfy the condition j *  arg min Dij*  k  can be correj*

lated with track i.
However, if there are more than one track can correlated with track i, the track jp will be accepted when
j p  arg min
j

1 k
 x   q 
k q 1 ij





j *  j1 , j2 , , jr , (43)

where xij  q  is the position differences between track

i and j at time q, and

 j , j , , j 

1


2


r

which can satisfy j   arg min Dij  k  .
j

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

is the set of track

Once track j is correlated with track i, the correlation
test would not be performed to track i or j at time k.

4. Simulation and Analysis
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready
for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the
Save As command, and use the naming convention prescribed by your journal for the name of your paper. In
this newly created file, highlight all of the contents and
import your prepared text file. You are now ready to style
your paper.
Monte-Carlo simulations are carried out to demonstrate the validation of the proposed alignment-correlation algorithm in the existence of systematic error in this
paper.
Consider a surveillance network with 2 radars, whose
coordinates are (0, 0) and (150 km, 0) respectively. The
standard variances of the measurement noise are 60 m
and 0.4˚ for range and azimuth measurements. The detection range of two radars are 140 km. Suppose that the
targets do linear motion with speed dynamic noises in a
2D space whose initial speed and heading are uniformly
distributed among 100 ~ 150 m/s and 0 ~ 2 rad respectively. The initial positions of targets are generated according to the uniform distribution in a rectangle area,
whose endpoints are set at (65 km, 65 km), (65 km, 85
km), (85 km, 85 km) and (85 km, 65 km) respectively.
The rectangle area, whose endpoints are set at (55 km, 55
km), (55 km, 95 km), (95 km, 95 km) and (95 km, 55 km)
is selected as the alignment-correlation area.
The runs of Monte-Carlo simulation is 100 and the
simulation time of each run is 100 s. The simulation is
done in the following four environments:
Environment 1: the targets number appearing in the
common surveillance area is set as 15 and the systematic
errors of the two radars are 0.5 km and 0.5 km in the
range direction, 0.5˚ and −0.5˚ in the azimuth direction
respectively.
Environment 2: the targets number appearing in the
common surveillance area is set as 30 and the systematic
errors of the two radars are 0.5 km and 0.5 km in the
range direction, 0.5˚ and −0.5˚ in the azimuth direction
respectively.
Environment 3: the targets number appearing in the
common surveillance area is set as 15 and the systematic
errors of the two radars are 1 km and 1 km in the range
direction, 1˚ and −1˚ in the azimuth direction respectively.
Environment 4: the targets number appearing in the
common surveillance area is set as 30 and the systematic
errors of the two radars are 1 km and 1 km in the range
direction, 1˚ and −1˚ in the azimuth direction respectively.
The performance of the traditional track-to-track assoJSIP
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Figure 3. Tracks after alignment in Environment 1.
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can reflect the capability of effective correlation, and
Ec  Ee  1 .
The simulation results are showed in the following
figures and table. The tracks before alignment in four
environments are shown in Figures 2, 4, 6 and 8, and the
tracks after alignment in four environments are displayed
in Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9. According to the new definitions,
the performance of correct, false and miss correlation
probability using traditional track-to-track association
algorithm in [10] and the track alignment-correlation
algorithm in each environment are given in Table 1
through 100 Monte-Carlo simulations (The L/R logic
selects 6/8).
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Figure 4. Tracks before alignment in Environment 2.
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ciation technique is often evaluated by three kinds of
probabilities, namely the correct correlation probability
Ec , the false correlation probability Ee and the miss
correlation probability Es . While, different from the
purpose of the traditional track-to-track association technique, the purpose of the proposed alignment-correlation
technique in this paper is to provide reliable couples of
tracks for registration but not track fusion, so do not emphasis on associating all tracks. Thus, a good performance of the alignment-correlation technique requires the
false correlation probability as low as possible, and the
correct correlation probability as high as possible among
the associated couples of tracks. As to the miss correlation probability, alignment-correlation technique only
requires that it should satisfy that most of the target
tracks are associated effectively.
Based on the above analysis, in order to describe the
requirement better, the above probabilities should be redefined. Suppose that the number of the correct, false and
miss associated tracks in the result are N c , N e and
N s respectively, then the correct correlation probability
Ec , the false correlation probability Ee and the miss
correlation probability Es are redefined as
Ec  N c  N c  N e  , Ee  N e  N c  N e  and
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Figure 5. Tracks after alignment in Environment 2.
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Figure 2. Tracks before alignment in Environment 1.
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Figure 6. Tracks before alignment in Environment 3.
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Figure 7. Tracks after alignment in Environment 3.
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Figure 8. Tracks before alignment in Environment 4.
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Figure 9. Tracks after alignment in Environment 4.
Table 1. Probability of track-to-track association.
Algorithm in [8]
Ec

Ee

Es

Algorithm in this paper
Ec

Ee

Es

Environment 1 0.2873 0.7127 0.9135 0.9892 0.0108 0.0678
Environment 2 0.4195 0.5805 0.9449 0.9829 0.0172 0.0578
Environment 3

0

1

0.9333 0.9669 0.0331 0.1793

Environment 4

0

1

0.9651 0.9679 0.0322 0.1685

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

From Figures 2, 4, 6 and 8, it can be seen that, without
estimating and compensating the existing systematic error, the tracks reported by two radars are seriously deviated. When employing only traditional track-to-track
association technique which is mainly based on the statistic distance between track plots without considering
the systematic errors, it is natural that the deviated tracks
can not be associated effectively and exactly. The results
can be seen from Table 1 that more than 90% of the target tracks haven’t been associated without regard to right
or wrong, and in the associated tracks, most of them are
false associated tracks in the relative little errors environment (viz. Environment 1 and 2), and even all of associated tracks are false associated in the larger errors
environment (viz. Environment 3 and 4). So absolutely, it
can not provide reliable couples of tracks for the registration using the traditional algorithm.
From Figures 3, 5, 7 and 9, it can be seen that the target tracks have been exactly aligned together by using
the proposed algorithm. It can be seen in Table 1 that the
proposed algorithm has good performance on the correlation-alignment of tracks, specifically, the correct correlation probabilities of the tracks are all above 96%, and
the false correlation probabilities are all low in four
simulation environments. The results mean that the proposed correlation-alignment algorithm is reliable and
effective when dealing with the track-to-track association
problem with the existence of systematic errors in radar
network.
In the meantime, by comparing the simulation results
in Environment 1, 3 with Environment 2, 4, it shows that,
although the targets in the Environment 2, 4 are denser
than the targets in the Environment 1, 3, the difference of
target density has little influence on the simulation performance of proposed algorithm. It also reveals that the
proposed algorithm has a good adaptive capability to the
target density.
Similarly, the differences of the correlation performance between Environment 1, 2 and Environment 3, 4
illustrate that larger systematic errors bring in poorer
performance of the proposed algorithm. It mainly because that the larger the systematic errors is, the larger
the deviation of the tracks will be and the less the usable
track data from the same target in the alignment-correlation area will be. This can be solved by properly augmenting the alignment-correlation area. Nevertheless, the
correct correlation probabilities in Environment 3, 4 only
drop less than 3% compared to the correct correlation
probabilities in Environment 1, 2, and it means that the
proposed algorithm has robustness to the systematic error.
Finally, it can be seen from Table 1 that the miss correlation probabilities in Environment 3, 4 increase by a
certain extent compared to the miss correlation probabiliJSIP
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ties in Environment 1, 2. It reflects that the miss correlation probability can be influenced by systematic errors,
but even so the miss correlation probabilities in Table 1
reveal that the alignment-correlation algorithm can still
associate most of tracks even in worse situations, and the
corresponding correct and false correlation probabilities
show the validity of correlation performance.
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5. Conclusions
This paper has researched on the track-to-track association problem with measuring systematic errors in radar
network, the main contributions of this paper are:
 The influence of the radar systematic errors on target
tracks has been analyzed theoretically;
 To solve the association problem, a track alignmentcorrelation algorithm has been proposed, which includes two stages of track alignment and track correlation.
In the end, Monte-Carlo simulation results show that
the proposed algorithm has reliable and effective track
association performance with the existence of systematic
errors in radar network, moreover, it has a good adaptive
capability to the target density and robustness to the systematic errors.
Overall, the proposed algorithm can provide adequate
reliable associated tracks for the next step of registration.
With systematic errors in the radar network, the proposed
algorithm has a good capability in solving the contradiction between track traditional track-to-track association
technique and registration technique.
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